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TUSCAN STYLE RECEiyES A LUSH LOCAL TWIST IN THIS SPECTACULAR GARDEN
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There is something bellissimo about this outdoor oasis
in Melbourne's inner south-east, even though it basks
under the Australian sun rather than in the heat of Tuscany.

Landscape architect Bruce Boston of Boston Design has infused
the leafy backyard sanctuary with a sumptuous sense of central Italy,
while ensuring the garden is at one with the local climate and lifestyle.
That's just the way the home's owner Esther intended it to be. "Esther
showed me photographs of a swimming pool from a villa in Tuscany
she'd stayed at, which was fairly minimalist in appearance," says Bruce.
"That was the look she wanted for her own garden - something pared
back and clean that complemented the existing house and landscape."

Who lives here? Esther, an interior designer; her husband
Sandy, a doctor; and two of their three sons.
Original space: Large, level garden with an in-ground trampoline and
basketball hoops installed 20 years ago to cater for young children.
Time frame: Just under four months.
Why the makeover? Inspired by a holiday in Tuscany, and with the
children now grown, the timing was right to update the outdoor area.
The works: The garden was rebuilt in stages with landscape architect
Bruce Boston incorporating a pool and raised timber deck, followed
by a lowered seating area at the back. "We raised the deck slightly
to create variety and interest in what is quite a large garden," he says.
Major changes: There are now three distinct zones - outdoor lounge
with a fire pit, a pool and an alfresco dining area. This makes Esther's
garden a spot to enjoy in all seasons.
Lessons learned: Always weigh up how to make the most of the space.
"We were toying with putting a spa where the fire pit is now," explains
Esther. "We're so glad we went for the fire pit as we all love it."

BOSTON IVY WALL "Esther wanted to soften this large external
wall of the house [opposite], so we put the Boston ivy between the
windows and it's gone berserk!" says landscape architect Bruce Boston.
"It's such a beautiful deciduous plant. It's a lush green colour in the
warmer months and then transforms into a brilliant crimson in autumn."

PERGOLA Decorative and practical, the timber pergola has a relaxed
Mediterranean vibe and casts shadow lines over the outdoor dining
area - to the approval of Esther's toy poodle Louis (left) - with filtered
rays of sunlight illuminating the table and spotted gum decking.

DINING AREA The eating zone was already here, but was updated
using the same bluestone-look concrete and decking that is around
the pool. "It ties the space together so that it works as one," says
Bruce. The shadow lines of the pergola provide interest and definition.
A longtime fan of outdoor entertaining, Esther always knew she
wanted a fabulous and functional alfresco area. This Lowe Furniture
'Coltrane' timber dining table from Hub has proven highly functional
and stylish. "The table easily seats 12, so we have lots of lovely big
lunches and dinners for family and friends out here," says Esther. >
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POOL The self-cleaning concrete pool lined in Quartzon 'Ice Blue'
pool render (below right & page 248) shimmers all year round and
is one of the focal points of homeowner Esther's backyard.

BARBECUE Cleverly concealed behind a roller door, the built-in
Beefeater 'Signature 3000SS' four-burner barbecue near the dining
area (left) - with a black granite benchtop and splashback that blends
with laminate cabinets - is forever in use by this family of enthusiastic
entertainers. "The roller door keeps the barbecue rainproof and stops
dirt and leaves from getting in," says landscape architect Bruce Boston.

FIRE PITA Robert Plumb 'Brad' fire pit constructed from 10mm
mild steel (bottom left) creates warmth, comfort and a lovely sense
of intimacy - it also makes this corner of Esther's garden a must-sit
spot on a chilly evening. The reinforced bluestone-look concrete
bench seats, which can double as a daybed, also caters to a small
crowd, with cheery-toned and striped Freedom cushions bringing
vibrant colour to the otherwise neutral space.

BUDGET BREAKDOWN

Acid-etched concrete

Fire pit

Garden design

Pool

Spotted gum decking

Turf

$19,000

$1100

$3000

$60,000

$22,500

$3000

Total: $108,600*

GARDEN LAYOUT
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Landscape architect:
Bruce Boston,
Boston Design,
0419 311 623,

3 bostondesign.com.au.
3 Stockists, page 250
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GARDEN IS THE FACT THAT

ESTHER. HOMEOWNER

POOL SURROUNDS Moody, bluestone-style acid-etched
concrete keeps things sleek and stylish. "The bluestone look
works really well in integrating the pool into the landscape,"
says Bruce. "It looks quite heavy and contrasts with the light
interior of the pool. The pool edge is also quite thick, which
ties in well with the size and scale of the house and the large
columns." Always a talking point among visitors, the imposing
Comfort In Sadness steel sculpture by Melbourne artist Robbie
Rowlands enjoys a new lease of life in Esther's garden. "It's
actually an antique bath that has been cut up, curved and
sculpted," she says. "The artist is very into recycling. I love it."
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